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Translation strategies I: methods and procedures

1. Introduction
Having looked at Phase 1 – the analysis phase – of the process of translating, we will now turn to 
Phase 2 – the transfer phrase – as we look at different strategies and methods of translation.

The purpose of translation methods and procedures – and of translating itself – is to achieve 
maximal equivalence, or equivalent effect.

2. Equivalent effect
Equivalent effect is virtually the same as maximal equivalence. The term “equivalent effect” refers 
to the target text having the same effect on the target text reader as the source text has on the source 
text reader. Note that, the term “maximal equivalence” does not imply this focus on the readership, 
but, like maximal equivalence, a totally equivalent effect is impossible to achieve. But, with a high 
level of naturalness, among other things, it is possible to, at least, achieve optimal equivalence.

As an exercise, consider the following excerpt of Politiken's Danish translation of Obama's 
election victory speech from November 4th, 2008:

Hvis der er nogen derude, som stadig tvivler på, at Amerika er et sted, hvor alt er muligt, som  
stadig  overvejer,  om  vores  grundlæggeres  drømme  lever  i  vor  tid,  og  som  stadig  stiller  
spørgsmålstegn ved styrken i vort demokrati, så får I jeres svar i aften.
Det er svaret fra de køer, som strakte sig rundt om skoler og kirker i et antal, som denne nation  
aldrig tidligere har set, fra mennesker, som ventede tre timer og fire timer, mange for allerførste  
gang i deres liv, fordi de mente, at denne gang måtte være det anderledes, og at deres stemme kunne  
udgøre den forskel.
Det er svaret fra unge og gamle, rige og fattige, Demokrater og Republikanere, sorte og hvide,  
latinoer,  asiater,  USA’s oprindelige folk  (indianere),  homoseksuelle,  heteroseksuelle,  invalide og 
ikke-invalide amerikanere, som har sendt en besked til verden om, at vi aldrig har været en samling  
af røde stater og blå stater, vi er - og vil altid være – Amerikas Forenede Stater.
Det er svaret, der ledte dem, som så længe og af så mange har fået besked på at være kyniske,  
ængstelige og tvivlende I forhold til, hvad vi kan opnå, til at lægge deres hånd på historiens bue og 
endnu en gang vende den mod håbet om bedre tider.
Det har været længe undervejs. Men i aften, og på grund af hvad I gjorde på denne dag, ved dette  
valg og i dette afgørende øjeblik, så er forandringen kommet til Amerika.
Jeg har netop modtaget et meget elskværdigt opkald fra senator McCain. Han kæmpede længe og  
hårdt i denne valgkamp, og han har endda kæmpet længere og hårdere for det land, som han elsker.  
Han har ofret sig for Amerika I en grad, som de fleste af os har svært ved at fatte, og vi står bedre i  
dag med de tjenester, der er ydet af denne tapre og uselviske leder. Jeg lykønsker ham og guvernør 
Palin for alt, hvad de har opnået, og jeg ser frem til at samarbejde med dem om at forny dette lands  
løfte i de kommende måneder.
Jeg vil takke min partner på denne rejse, en mand, som førte kampagne fra hjertet og talte for de  
mænd og kvinder,  han voksede op med i  Scrantons gader og kørte med i toget på vej  hjem til  
Delaware, USA’s vicepræsident Joe Biden.

Now, compare it to the original:

If there is anyone out there who still doubts that America is a place where all things are possible,  
who still wonders if the dream of our founders is alive in our time, who still questions the power of  
our democracy, tonight is your answer.
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It's the answer told by lines that stretched around schools and churches in numbers this nation has  
never seen, by people who waited three hours and four hours, many for the first time in their lives, 
because they believed that this time must be different, that their voices could be that difference.
It's the answer spoken by young and old, rich and poor, Democrat and Republican, black, white,  
Hispanic, Asian, Native American, gay, straight, disabled and not disabled. Americans who sent a  
message to the world that we have never been just a collection of individuals or a collection of red  
states and blue states. We are, and always will be, the United States of America.
It's the answer that led those who've been told for so long by so many to be cynical and fearful and  
doubtful about what we can achieve to put their hands on the arc of history and bend it once more  
toward the hope of a better day.
It's been a long time coming, but tonight, because of what we did on this day, in this election, at this  
defining moment, change has come to America.
A little bit earlier this evening, I received an extraordinarily gracious call from Senator McCain.  
Senator McCain fought long and hard in this campaign. And he's fought even longer and harder for  
the country that he loves. He has endured sacrifices for America that most of us cannot begin to  
imagine. We are better off for the service rendered by this brave and selfless leader. I congratulate  
him; I congratulate Governor Palin for all that they've achieved. And I look forward to working  
with them to renew this nation's promise in the months ahead.
I want to thank my partner in this journey, a man who campaigned from his heart, and spoke for the 
men and women he grew up with on the streets of Scranton … and rode with on the train home to  
Delaware, the vice president-elect of the United States, Joe Biden.

Do you think the effect of the Danish translation is equivalent to that of the English source speech? 
And why (not)?

3. Translation methods vs. translation procedures
Translators distinguish between global translation strategies and local translation strategies:

• global translation strategy (aka.  translation method): the overall strategy you apply to a 
text as a whole – the primary choice you have to make here is how close to the source text 
you want your target text to be.

• local translation strategy (aka. translation procedure): strategies you apply in the translation 
of  individual  expressions  in  the  source  text,  such  as  words,  grammatical  constructions, 
idioms etc.)

4. Global translation strategies / translation methods
You have to make the choice between imitative translation and functional translation – the first 
striving to retain as much of the purely formal aspects of the source text, and the latter aims at 
getting the message of the source text across, even if it takes drastic changes in the formal aspects 
of the text.

Newmark lists  the following translation methods,  which essentially fall  along a cline of 
focus, one extreme being total focus on the source text/language and the other extreme being total 
focus on the target text/language:

• ST/SL focus (imitative translation)
◦ word-for-word  translation:  preservation  of  word  order  and  as  literal  translation  as 

possible of individual words, including cultural words
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◦ literal  translation:  apart  from as  literal  as  possible  translation  of  individual  words, 
grammatical structures are converted into the nearest target language equivalents

◦ faithful  translation:  stays,  if  possible,  within  the  constraints  of  the  grammatical 
structures of the target text, but draws on certain contextual factors

◦ semantic translation:  more emphasis on naturalness than in faithful translation,  and 
translation of certain cultural words into neutral equivalents in the TL

◦ communicative translation: aims at reproducing the exact message of the source text 
content-wise  and  context-wise  but  with  emphasis  on  naturalness  and 
acceptability/comprehensiveness to the target text readership.

◦ idiomatic translation: makes use of idioms and colloquialisms that are not present in 
the source text.

◦ free translation: focuses on the content of the target text rather than the form, which 
means  that  the  same  content  is  expressed  in  the  target  text  but  with  very different 
grammatical structures if need be

◦ adaptation: the freest form of translation and more of a target language/culture based 
interpretation  of  the  source  text  than  a  translation  as  such,  this  is  sometimes  called 
document design

• TT/TL focus (functional communication)

5. Local translation strategies / translation procedures
Lundquist lists seven translation procedures, while Newmark lists a whole bunch of them. Here is 
an overview which integrates the Lundquist's and Newmark's procedures into one list:

• Direct procedures:
◦ Literal translation: word-for-word translation
◦ Transference / loan: transferal of a word or expression from the source language/text 

directly into the target text without translating it at all
◦ Translation loan: retention of syntactic construction, but translation of the words in it
◦ Through  translation:  literal  translation  of  collocations  and  combinations  –  the 

difference between this and translation loans is that in through translation, you strife for 
literal translation and a higher degree of formal retention

◦ Naturalization: basically transference in which you apply target language spelling and 
morphology (and pronunciation) to the expression or word in question

• Indirect procedures:
◦ Equivalence: here, you focus on equivalence in meaning in the perspective of the reader 

of the target text – this means that you may sacrifice equivalent in form, or you may 
have to choose something which is note exactly the same thing as in the source text, but 
which is the closest get to it in the target language.
▪ Cultural equivalent: translating a culturally rooted word in the source text/language 

with a roughly equivalent culturally rooted word of the target language/text – note, 
this is what Lundquist calls “tilpasning”

▪ Functional  equivalent:  translating  a  word  in  the  source  language/text  with  a 
functionally  equivalent  target  language  word  (i.e.  a  word  which  has  the  same 
meaning)

▪ Descriptive equivalent: translating a source language/text word using a description 
of the concept it refers to in the target language
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▪ (Near)  synonymy:  translating  a  source  language/text  word  or  expression  with  a 
target language expression that is nearly, but not completely, functionally equivalent

▪ Reduction/expansion: adding or removing elements in translation (essentially a type 
of shift)

▪ Paraphrase: amplification or explanation of meaning in target text
▪ Compensation: making up for the loss of something in the source text, by adding 

something else in the target text
◦ Shifts: this is when you 

▪ Transposition:  translation  of  a  source  language/text  expression  into  a  target 
language  expression  which  involves  change in  grammatical  structure  or  in  word 
class

▪ Modulation:  change  of  viewpoint  or  substantial  conceptual  concept  in  the 
translation, for instance, using the name of a category for a specific member of the 
category, using a part for the whole (and vice versa), active for passive, changing 
polarity etc.

▪ Componential  analysis:  splitting  up  a  lexical  unit  into  meaning  atoms  and 
translating those

• Others:
◦ Recognized translation: using a well-known accepted target language translation for a a 

specific source language institutional term
◦ Translation label: provisional target language translation of a source language term that 

does not have any conventional translation in the target language

5. The exercise
If time allows, return to the Obama-translation and see if you can identify the translation procedures 
used.
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